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In some exterior domain Gof the Euclidian p-space lI8r the Dirichlet boundary 
value problem is considered for the equation (L + J?)~u = f, where L is a 
uniformly elliptic operator and K is a real number different from 0. It can be 
shown that each solution u of this equation splits into u = ~1 &u, + ur , where 
ai and ur satisfy Helmholtz equations. Asymptotic conditions for u are formu- 
lated by imposing Sommerfeld radiation conditions on ul and u2 . If ur and ua 
are assumed to satisfy the same radiation condition, we prove a “Fredholm 
alternative theorem.” If ur and u2 satisfy different radiation conditions, existence 
and uniqueness of the solution can be shown, provided the space dimension p 
is greater than 2. 
1. NOTATIONS AND INTRODUCTION 
In some exterior domain G C W let 
L(x, a) u(x): = ~,(u,~(x) 3j~(x)) + c~(x) 24(x) (sum convention!) (1) 
be a uniformly elliptic symmetric operator. The bounded real valued 
functions u,~ = uji and a resp. belong to C3(G) and Ca(G) resp., and satisfy 
the following asymptotic conditions for ] x I--+ co: 
c+(X) - s,j = O(l x 1--3/2-q (2) 
alu,i(x), a,amaij(x) = O(l x l-5/2--.), (3) 
u(x), Au(x) = O(l x 1--3/2-q, (4) 
where 
A(x, a): = xiai (5) 
and E E 10, I[. For the Sobolev spaces Agmon’s notation [l] is used. Finally 
let: 
jm(G): = {o: +I E fim(G) for all # E Com(iW)} (resp.: Jn2(G)), (6) 
F: = (f: (1 + I x l)vf~b(G)I; 
i? = {f E F: Af E F in the distribution sense}. (7) 
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If K E [w - (0) and f, &EL?(G) we prove in Section 2, that each weak 
solution u [1, Definition 6.21 of 
(L + .2)2 u =f, (8) 
can be split in a unique way into 
u ==z flu, + u2 , (9) 
where u, (u = 1, 2) satisfy the equations 
CL + K”) U, = g, , (‘0) 
weakly. Here g, is determined by f and g, by the pair (f, ui) in such a way 
that fgP implies g, c F. Under the assumption g, E F Jager [3] proves an 
existence and uniqueness theorem for the problem, given by Eq. (IO), an 
inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition and the Sommerfeld radiation 
condition. 
Therefore one may formulate asymptotic conditions for solutions of (8) 
by imposing Sommerfeld radiation conditions on u, . 
This leads to the following definition: 
1.1. DEFINITION. Let f~fl and K E R - (0). A solution of the Dirichlet 
problems W(f, K) and P(f, K) resp. is a function u E y,(G), which solves (8) 
weakly and satisfies the radiation conditions 
(i) Du, - i~ur EL,(G’), 
(ii) Du, + ha2 EL,(G’) resp. Du, - im2 ELM, 
for each G’ < G. Here D(x, a): = / x 1-l xiaijaj , and G’ < G means that the 
domain G’ is contained in G and has positive distance from the boundary 
aG of G. 
The splitting (9) was first given by Subeika [6] in the case L = d. Existence 
and uniqueness theorems for the problem g+(f, K) are proved by Teschke [7] 
under the assumptions that p > 2, and f(x) = 0 and L(x, a) = d for large 
/ x 1 . As far as we know there exists only a very special result for the problem 
BP(f, K), i.e., an existence and uniqueness proof by Teschke [7] if G is the 
complement of a ball in R3 and L(x, a) = A. 
In this paper we give a proof of a “Fredholm alternative theorem” for g- 
(Section 4) and of an existence and uniqueness theorem for g+ (Section 5). 
In this last case one must assume p > 2, as an example by Teschke [7] shows. 
The existence theory is based on a Fredholm-type theorem, which is proved in 
Section 3 by an alternating technique similar to that used in [S] to treat the 
exterior oblique derivative problem for the Helmholtz equation. This 
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technique is a modification of the method, used by Leis [4] in order to com- 
bine Hilbert space and integral equation methods. In Section 6 we briefly 
mention some results for higher order equations. 
2. THE SPLITTING OF THE SOLUTION 
The following commutation rules are proved by simple computation: 
LA-AL=2L-M, (11) 
DA-AD=D-D,, (12) 
where 
and 
Mv: = &((Aa,J cV,v) + (Au + 2~) v 
D,v: = 1 x 1-l xi(Aaij) ajv. 
From these rules we get the splitting theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. For some domain G’ C G let f and Af belong to Lp(G’). 
Then the following two assertions hold: 
(i) If u E Lp(G’) solves (8) weakly, then 
241: = --(~-~/2) (L + K”) u, u2: = u - Au, (13) 
are weak solutions of 
(L + K”) zl, = (-K-2/2) f (14) 
U?ld 
(L + K”) up = K-“f + (Kb2/2) Af + Mu, resp. (15) 
(ii) If, on the other hand, u, and u2 are weak solutiorzs of (14) and (15) 
resp., then u: = Au, + u2 is a weak solution of (8) and 
241 = -(@/2)(L + K”) u. 
Proof. [l, Theorem 6.31 implies that each weak solution ur of (14) is in 
Hp(G”) and so Au, is in HP(G). Considering (11) and the fact that 
A*=--p-A (16) 
is the formal adjoint of A, Au, is easily seen to be weak solution of 
(L + K~) v = -((K-2/2) Af + K-“f + ~K~u, + Mu,). (17) 
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To prove (i), [l , Theorem 6.31 is used to show u E Hp(G’). Then u1 belongs 
to Wp’(G’) and is obviously a weak solution of (14). The assertion then fol- 
lows from (17). To prove (ii), we get from [l, Theorem 6.31 u1 , ug , 
flu, E HpC(G’). But then with + E Com(G’): 
(% w + K2Y d)O,G, = ((L + K”) U, (L + K”) +>, = (f, +)o >
i.e., u is a weak solution of (8). A straight forward computation yields 
(L + K”) U =Z -2K2U, . 
As a corollary we get 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let u ELM be a weak solution of (L + K2)2 u = 0, 
vanishing in some open set UC G’. Then u vanishes identically in G’. 
For u1 is a classical solution of (L + K”) u1 = 0 by Weyl’s Lemma [2, 
p. 189ff.1, vanishing in U and therefore in G’ because of [S]. A similar argu- 
ment then holds for u2 . 
The following lemma may be considered as a corollary of [ 1, Theorem 6.31: 
LEMMA 2.3. Let v ELLS be a weak solution of (L + K”) v = f, and 
p E R be a number such that (1 + 1 x j)p f, (1 + 1 x 1)” v E L,(G). Then 
v E HP(G) and (1 + j x 1)~ a,v, (1 + 1 x 1)~ aiZjv E L,(G’) for each G’ < G 
andi,j= l,..., p. 
Sketch of the Proof. It is sufficient to suppose that G’ is the complement 
of some cube in [WP. Consider a net of congruent open cubes {CU}0E2 so that 
G’=(Jc, and C,nC,= % forofp. 
OS6 
NOW [l, Theorem 6.31 implies the estimate 
IIU + I c-x IY 6 II o,c, G fql(l + I x IIU v llo& + IIU + I x IPf I!O&J~ 
with K > 0 independent of cr. Here G stands for a first or second derivative 
of v, and C?U is that cube, which is built up by C, and the 3” - I cubes sur- 
rounding C, . From this estimate we get with K’ > 0 depending on K and p: 
ilU + I x I>” 6 II 0.G’ < K’{Il(l + 1 x il” v 1lO.G + Iit1 + / x iJ”f /!O.Gh 
which proves the lemma. 
Now let G’ be any exterior domain contained in G. Jlger [3] proves, that 
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for each g E F and h E H,(G’) there exists a uniquely determined solution v 
of the Dirichlet problem 9(g, h, K), given by (18)-(20): 
v solves (L + K”) v = g weakly in G’, (18) 
v - h E &G’), (19) 
Dv - iKv EL,(G’). (20) 
Jager’s proof implies (1 + 1 x I)--(1+E)/2 v EL,(G). Therefore we get from 
Lemma 2.3: 
THEOREM 2.4. With f EP let u be a solution of S(f, K). Then for each 
G’ < G, i, j = 1 ,..., p and u = I, 2 we have (1 + 1 x /)--(1+E)/2 U, , 
(I + 1 x I)-(l+r)/z a,~,, E L,(G’) and (1 + 1 x j)--(1+f)/2 a,@, E L,(G). 
The proof must first be done for u = 1 and then for c = 2 in order to 
know the asymptotic behavior of Mu, . 
In the following, if u solves (8) weakly, ur and u2 will always denote the 
“components” defined by (13). 
3. A FREDHOLM - TYPE THEOREM 
Let R and 17 be two real numbers with 0 < 2 < R and 
In Gs: = G n K(R) the homogenous Dirichlet problem for (L + K2)2 u = 0 
has no nontrivial solution. For if ?I E fi2(GR) solves (L + K2)2 u = 0 weakly, 
then u satisfies ((L + K”) u, (L f K”) ~)~,cs = 0 and therefore solves 
(L + K”) u = 0. But then u can be continued by 0 to some zi E H,(G). This 
function ti solves (L + K”) Zz = 0 in G even in the classical sense by Weyl’s 
Lemma. The unique continuation principle [5] then implies u 3 0. 
Define: 
e: = w - K(R), 2: = K(R) - K(a). 
Let f EP be fixed and 
Y E H2(W (21) 
Let u be the unique function, that solves the inhomogeneous Dirichlet 
problem 
(L + K2)2 ‘24 = f, u - Y E f32G) in GR . (22) 
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We form ur and u2 and set 
4 = &,,z ? h, = h,,z > (23) 
where $ E COm(GR) is identically 1 in a neighborhood of X(B). h, and h, 
are considered as elements of H,(G) by continuation as 0 in G. Because of 
Jager’s [3] results we can form the unique solutions 
z’r E J,(G) of the problem 2(-(~?/2)f, h, , K) (24) 
and 
ZIP E Jr(G) of the problem B((K-~/~) elf + ~-“f + Mv, , h, , F K) 
(25) 
in G, where the choice of the sign of K in (25) depends on whether s+(f, K) 
or g-(f, K) is to be solved. Note that [I, Theorem 9.81, Jager’s existence 
proof and Lemma 2.3 imply (1 + / x 1) Mv, E&(G), so that (25) makes 
sense. 
With some Z$J E C,m(G) which is identically 1 in some neighborhood of 
X(R) we finally form 
Y* = VW, + 4 (26) 
and consider y* as an element of H,(G,), which is possible because or , v2, 
(Iv, E H?“(G) (note (17)!). Now one can write 
y” = Of + ry, (27) 
0 and r resp. being linear operators from fl and H,(G,) resp. into H,(G,). 
LEMMA 3.1. P H,(G,) --+ H,(G,) is compact. 
Proof. One gets ry by going through the previous construction in the 
case f = 0. Since the operator (L + ,2)2 is 3-smooth [I, Definition 6.11, 
by [I, Theorem 6.31 the change from y (21) via (22) into (h, , h,) (23) is a 
continuous operation from H,(G,) into Ha(G) x Ha(G), whence it is compact 
as an operation into H,(G) x H,(G) by Rellich’s compactness theorem [I, 
Theorem 3.81. By [I, Theorem 9.81, Jagers existence proof, and Lemma 2.3 
the change from (23) to (24), (25) can be considered as a continuous operation 
from Hz(G) x H,(G) into J,(G) x J2(G). (17) and [l, Theorem 6.31 imply 
that the change from (24), (25) into (26) is a continuous operation into 
II,( Hence r is compact. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let f Efl be given. If y E H,(G,) solves the equation 
Y = of + ry tOT of= (hi - rjy), (28) 
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then the functions u and a: = Awl + v2 coinci’de in 2, where u is given by (22) 
and v1 , v2 are given by (24), (25). The function 
solves B*(f) K). If, on the other hand, q solves 9*(f) K), then y: = #qlo, solves 
Eq. (28). 
Proof. The last assertion easily follows from the uniqueness theorems for 
the Dirichlet problems involved. If u and w coincide in 2 it is easily seen that q 
is a solution of g*(f) K). So it remains to show ulz = viz . Lemma 2.1 
implies that w: = v/a - ulz is a weak solution of (L + ~2)~ w = 0 in 2 with 
the components w, = vr lz - u, 1s and w2 = 021z - u21z , where wr and 
w2 solve 
(L + K”) W, = 0 and (L + K”) w2 = Mw, . (29) 
Furthermore the construction (21)-(27) gives 
$h , &2 E ma (30) 
*w E fi2m. (31) 
From (29) and (30) it follows by [l, Theorem 9.81, that $wl , $w, E &(A’), 
i.e., JAW, E H,(Z) and therefore because of (31): 
w E II,(Z). (32) 
The same theorem yields from (31) and the differential equation for w, that 
#w E &(Z), and therefore 
WlEH2W. (33) 
Since the boundary a.2 is smooth, functions in H,(Z) and their first derivatives 
resp. possess traces in H,(Z) and L,(X) resp., and the following partial 
integrations are possible (here ni denotes the ith component of the outward 
unit normal): 
- n,aij8,a - n,aijajw, * W) do (34) 
= -K-2/2 s irl-8 Pw, . Aq) dog , 
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the last equality following from (30) and (31). But on X(a) we have 
Dw, = I?-3(aijx,xj) dw, + (D - &3aijx,xjA) w1 . 
The second term is a tangential derivative of wr and vanishes because of (30). 
Since aijx,xj > 0, (34) implies w1 E 0 in 2. 
Therefore w = w2 , and because of (31) w2 can be continued by 0 to some 
2ir, E H,(e), which solves (L + K”) 6, = 0 in e in the classical sense by 
Weyl’s Lemma. 
Hence 0 = w2 = w in 2 because of [5], which proves the lemma. 
As in [8] the Riesz-Schauder theory for compact operators yields: 
THEOREM 3.3. The number v of linear independent solutions of %(O, K) is 
jinite and 
v = dim N(ld - r) = dim N(ld - I’*), 
holds, where N(T) denotes the kernel of the operator T. The condition, that Of 
is orthogonal to N(Id - r*) in H,(G,), is necessary and suficient for the 
solwability of L%*( f, K). 
4. THE CASE OF EQUAL RADIATION CONDITIONS 
In this section we prove a “Fredholm alternative theorem” for 5%(f, K). 
The part of the adjoint problem to 9-(., K) is played by .9-(., -K), which is 
the problem with the opposite radiation conditions. Denote by J+‘” and N* 
resp. the space of solutions for s-(0, K) and g-(0, -K) resp. Let 0, r be the 
operators, constructed in Section 2 with respect to ZP(., K). We shall prove 
the following: 
THEOREM 4.1. dim JV = dim Jlr* < CL). Suppose f EP. Then %(f, K) 
is solvable if and only if f 1 .N*. 
The condition f 1 JV”* must be clarified, since for f E P and v E Jfr* the 
integral (f, uhG need not exist. But it exists as a Cauchy mean value. For let 
$ E C,[O, co[ with $ = 1 in [0, 11, 0 < $ < 1 in ]1,2[ and $ = 0 in [2, CO[, 
and denote for R > 0 
AW = +(I ix- I/R); (bR’(x): = (b’( 1 x j/R) E Com( W). (35) 
Then for each f Efl and v E JV* 
<f> v>: = &$$Rf> ~h.F 9 (36) 
exists. Thus f 1 M* means (f, V) = 0 for all v E Jfr*. 
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The existence of the limit in (36) is not difficult to show. If x E C,m(R*) 
is identically 1 in a neighborhood of 8G, a simple computation yields 
(f, v> = (xf, GM + ((1 - x)f, V2hG - ((P + 4 (f - xfh 7&G * 
We first show Lemma 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.2. The condition f I .N* is necessary for the solvability of 
g-(f, K). 
Proof. Let v solve g-(0, -K) and u .%(f, K) with f EP. Then 
B(ul +Rv): = (CL + K2) % CL + K2)($Rv))~,G = (f, +Rv)&G &+ <f7 v> 
&$RZ(, v) = 0. 
So it is sufficient to show, that for R ---f co we have 
Letting 
IR: = -K-2/2 [&$,$d, v) - B(& &v)] + 0. 
Z(R): = K(2R) - K(R) 
we get 
IR = 
s Z(R) 
[u,(& + c2) - $(A$ + u2)1 ai(aijadR) dx 
+ JZ(R, 
[z&(& + U2) - f$&h, + ug)] (k&$R) dx. 
Partial integration in the first integral yields 
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Therefore 1k’) can be estimated by 
K > 0 being independent of R. Hence IA’) tends to 0 when R tends to co 
by Theorem 2.4. In the same way one proves IA”) + 0. 
Commuting D and fl by (12), 1k3) takes the form 
R-?$,‘(u,ADv; - v,ADu, + D$ . Au, - Du, . Aq) dx 
The second integral can be estimated as in (38) and therefore tends to 0. 
With some positive constant K, independent of R, the third integral can be 
estimated by 
K* 
s I x l-5’2-e (1 ~1 I I Vv, I + I ~1 I I Vu, I) dx, Z(R) (39) 
and therefore tends to 0 as R tends to co by Theorem 2.4. By partial integra- 
tion of the first two terms of the sum, the first integral takes the form: 
s Z(R) R-VR'(-4 . Dv, + Av; . Du, - Aq . Du, + Au, * Dv,) dx 
- s Z(R) R-l@ + A)+R'(~,& - %W dx. 
Here the first integral vanishes identically and the second one tends to 0 as R 
tends to co, since it can be estimated as in (38). Hence the lemma is proved. 
We now prove Theorem 4.1. Certainly we have dim JV* = dim N, because 
v lies in JV, if and only if v lies in JV*. 
It remains to show that f 1 .N* is sufficient for the solvability of our 
problem. With some nonnegative test function 4 E Corn(G), 4 f 0, we 
define the linear operator 
y: A’-* --f N(Id - r*); v + II@( 
where Ii’ denotes the orthogonal projection from H,(G,) onto N(Id - T*). As 
in [8], we prove that Y is bijective: If Yv = 0 for v E &“*, then by Theorem 
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3.3 9-(#~, K) is solvable. By Lemma 4.2 w z 0 in the support of # and also in 
G by Corollary 2.3. Thus Y is injective. Because 
dim M* = dim .N = dim N(Id - I’*) 
(Theorem 3.3) it is also bijective. 
If for f EP CB-(f, K is not solvable, then we get from Theorem 3.3 and the ) 
fact, that Y is bijective: 
O#m9f=Yv for some w E N*. (40) 
Then l7@(f - #v) = 0, and Theorem 3.3 implies the solvability of 
SB-(f - #w, K). Then from Lemma 4.2 we know 
(f, v> = (h v> f 0 
for o f 0 in supp $ because of (40). But this proves the theorem. 
5. THE CASE OF DIFFEFSNT RADIATION CONDITIONS 
In this section we shall prove a uniqueness theorem for the problem 
9+(f, K), provided the space dimension p is larger than 2. Combining this 
and Theorem 3.3 we get 
THEOREM 5.1. S+(f, ) K is uniquely solvable for all f E&‘, if p > 2. 
Let u be a solution of Q+(O, K). We shall prove that we have 
Im 
f , z 
,=R D% - ~1 doR = o(l), 
for R + co. Once having proved (41), the radiation condition implies 
lip-&f s lXl=R 
k” 1 % 1’ + 1 Du, I”> d% 
= lip+rif 
s 
1 Du, - iwl I2 dOR = 0. 
lxi=R 
(41) 
Then Rellich’s estimate [3, Theorem 21 and the unique continuation prin- 
ciple [5] yield u1 = 0 in G. But then u = u2 E j2(G) and vanishes by JIger’s 
uniqueness theorem [3, Theorem 41. 
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To prove (41) we define 4s as in (35) and get: 
Since the first integral is real, the imaginary part of the second integral 
vanishes. We integrate the first term of the sum in the second integral by 
parts. Considering (37) and commuting D and .A by (12), we get: 
O=Im 
I 
Z(R) R-‘#R’(u~DG~ - Du, * U;) dx 
+ Irn s,tR, 
li-l+R’(~,/lD~; - Du, * AU;) dx 
+ Im S,(,, RF1~R’~,D~l dx 
- Im 
s Z(R) R-” 
~‘U&,ii~ dx. 
The first and the last integral tend to 0 when R tends to co, for they can be 
estimated as in (38) and (39) resp. By partial integration of the first term of the 
second integral, this integral can be transformed into 
- Im 
s Z(R) 
(R-Q + -4) $R’) * u@u; dx 
- Im 
s 
Z(R) R-l$,‘(Au, . Diil + Du, . Au;) dx. 
Here the second integral is real. Therefore we get finally for R + co: 
o(l) = Im Sz(n) R-Q - 1 + A) c#R’ . u,Diq dx 
=Im 
s 
Z(R) (R-l 1 x 1-l x,(p - 1 + +a,) $R’) . Qij@& dx. 
Because of (37) and the identity 
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wegetforR-+oc: 
- Im 
I Z(R) 
(xkak+R> &(%@i%) dx 
- Im lz(R) (%$R) (w&m dx - Im 1 ,r,=R (P - 1) U& doR I 
where partial integration was used to obtain the second equality. The first 
two integrals are real. Integrating the third integral by parts we get finally 
for R+ co: 
This proves (41), since the second integral is real. 
6. HIGHER ORDER EQUATIONS 
Assuming that the coefficients of L and f are sufficiently smooth and possess 
a suitable asymptotic behavior for 1 x 1 + cc, one can split solutions u of 
P(L) u =f, (42) 
I) uj-1 
u = c c kUj" , 
Cl v=o 
(43) 
in a similar way as in Section 2. Here P is a polynomial with complex coef- 
ficients, possessing p zeros -Kj2 # 0 (Im Kj > 0) of order pLi, i.e., 
p(f) = fi (f + Kj2)“. 
j=l 
The functions ujV satisfy equations of the kind 
(L + Kj”) ujv = gjv (j = I)..., p; v = 0 ,...) /.Lj - l), (9 
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where gj, are sufficiently smooth functions with a suitable asymptotic beha- 
vior. gj, is given by f and those Uio , for which (i, u) is lexically greater than 
(j, v). Thus (44) can be considered as a “triangular” system of differential 
equations. 
If on the other hand functions uj, solve the “triangular” system (44) they 
may be used to construct a solution of (42) by (43). 
Therefore one may formulate asymptotic conditions for u by imposing 
Sommerfeld radiation conditions on uj, . The uj, , by the way, can be obtained 
by applying some differential operators Njy to u. In the case G = IFP Eq. (42) 
therefore has exactly one solution satisfying the previous asymptotic condi- 
tions. For in this case (42) and (44) are equivalent. 
But there is the difficulty that the operators Njy are not uniquely deter- 
mined so that many splittings of the form (43) (44) are possible. However it 
can be shown that all those splittings yield the same solutions. 
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